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TOKYO, Dec. 7 - With Japan facing growing international isolation over World War II history, the Japanese
foreign minister urged his nation to show "deep remorse" for its actions in the war in a speech delivered
here Wednesday.
"It is necessary for Japan to maintain continuously a spirit of deep remorse as well as thoughtfulness," the
foreign minister, Taro Aso, said in an "Asia strategy" speech delivered first in Japanese and then in English.
In recent years, driven by a resurgent nationalism, Japan's leaders, including Mr. Aso, have played down the
country's wartime record of atrocities in China and Korea, including massacres, forced labor and sexual
slavery. To the considerable irritation of Japan's neighbors, Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi has insisted
on making annual visits to a shrine that honors Japan's 2.5 million war dead, including war criminals.
Just two weeks ago, Mr. Aso dismissed the issue of the shrine, saying in a speech, "Korea and China are the
only countries in the world that make a fuss about it."
But in Wednesday's speech, hours before Americans prepared to mark the anniversary of the Dec. 7, 1941,
bombing of Pearl Harbor, Mr. Aso said the Japanese "must continue to reflect deeply and with a spirit of
humility," because Japanese militarism and nationalism "brought great suffering to innocent people in the
countries of Asia, notably the Republic of Korea and China."
The minister delivered his conciliatory remarks as Mr. Koizumi prepares to fly to Malaysia on Sunday to
attend two regional summit meetings where he risks being isolated to a degree never experienced by a
Japanese leader in recent years.
For the first time since 1999, the leaders of China, South Korea and Japan will not engage in a separate,
three-way meeting during the annual gathering on Monday of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations.
On Wednesday, at the inaugural meeting of the East Asia Summit, there are to be no bilateral meetings
between Mr. Koizumi and the South Korean and Chinese leaders. South Korea has also said that President
Roh Moo Hyun is postponing a planned trip to Tokyo this month.
Chinese and South Korean diplomats have bluntly ascribed the new tensions to Mr. Koizumi's visits to the
Yasukuni Shrine, which has added a museum that presents Japan's military expansion as an effort to free
Southeast Asia from European and American rule and to bring development to China and Korea.
The visits are "rubbing salt to the wounds, scratching the old wounds so they would not heal," said Ra Jong
Yil, South Korea's ambassador to Japan.
Last week, Wang Yi, China's ambassador to Japan, evoked a similar image, saying to foreign reporters: "If
the top leader of the land visits the shrine, that hurts people in victim countries, reviving their memories. It's
like pouring salt in open wounds."
American objections, previously muted, became more pronounced after Mr. Koizumi visited the shrine on
Oct. 17, his fifth visit as prime minister.
Three days later, Rep. Henry J. Hyde, chairman of the House International Relations Committee, sent a
letter of protest to Japan's ambassador to the United States, Ryozo Kato.
The shrine has become a "symbol of unresolved disputes over the war atrocities during World War II and
militarism demonstrated in the Pacific War," wrote Mr. Hyde, who joined the Navy in 1944, served in the
South Pacific and saw combat in the Philippines. "Yasukuni Shrine is also dedicated to war criminals in
World War II. I feel uncomfortable with Japanese government officials paying repeated visits to the shrine."
Many American officials and analysts worry that Japan's growing penchant to whitewash its past record of
atrocities is leading to its isolation in the region, accelerating China's rise as dominant power in Asia and
helping displace the United States. "The failure of the U.S. to speak out on this issue" has "translated into
increased ill will against Washington, especially from its other key East Asia ally, South Korea," Ralph A.
Cossa, president of the Pacific Forum Center for Strategic and International Studies in Hawaii, wrote
Wednesday in an Internet essay.



Mr. Cossa suggested that Mr. Koizumi should give up going to the shrine, while the leaders of China, South
Korea and Japan should agree on school books to teach a mutually acceptable version of Asian history of
the first half of the 20th century.
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